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FIC has always been dedicated to 
providing system integrators with 
solutions that enable customers to deliver 
more options to their customers. The 
P4M-RS350 is the world's finest IGP 
solution and makes use of ATi's new 9100 
IGP graphics technology to deliver 
stunning integrated graphics performance 
at a unparalleled value. 
 
The FIC Condor is also ideal for system 
integrators looking for the ultimate in 
ease of integration. This sleek and stylish 
mini gaming system breaks all the 
traditional chassis boundaries with it's 
easy access single touch flip down case, 
which provides instant access to the side 
mounted motherboard. Boasting more 
features and expandability then 
competing Small Form Factors the 
Condor is the perfect system to brand. 

Few manufactures can deliver a total 
solution, but FIC can. Whether it is a 
motherboard, graphics card, barebones, 
or complete system...you can be sure 
that FIC has a solution that will meet 
your unique requirements. 
 
             Alex Mei 
             Global Marketing Manager 
             FIC Advanced Platforms Group 
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FIC and ATi deliver more performance, 
flexibility, and value with the 9100 IGP 
based P4M-RS350 
 
"Integrated graphics" may have been a dirty word in the past, 
but that's all about to change with the new FIC P4M-RS350. 
Making use of the latest 9100 IGP form ATi, this graphics 
powerhouse harnesses the full potential of today's cutting edge 

Intel Celeron & Pentium 4 Processors, and delivers industry leading graphics performance! 
This motherboard delivers a wealth of features including 4DIMM sockets, 3 PCI slots for 
expandability, TV Out, SATA, IEEE1394, and 10/100LAN! All these features plus high an 
high quality integrated graphics processor deliver more performance, flexibility, and value 
then ever. 
 
The P4M-RS350 is poised to be the most powerful integrated solution for system 
integrators, OEM's, and DIY consumers. The multimedia features make it the ideal 
integrated solution for cost effective Media Center Edition PC's. It's "all-in-one" value 
includes capabilities for advanced video features, networking, 6 channel sound, DVD 
acceleration, and USB 2.0 connectivity. This is the most comprehensive solution for 
maximum benefit to end users and integrators alike.

 
Designtechnica reviews the FIC 
Condor and "it does not disappoint" 

You've seen the reviews, countless media are hailing the FIC 
Condor as "truly innovative" and a "breath of fresh air in SFF 
design." Designtechnica specializes in reviews of products that 
benefit consumer's hi-tech lifestyles, and recently explored the ins 
and outs of the Condor. Here's what they had to say: 
 

"One cool feature about the FIC Condor is how you access the inside of the system. By 
sliding a button forward on the top of the system, the FIC Condor opens like a suitcase 
revealing the components on the inside. This feature is reminiscent of the old Apple G4 
tower systems and how they would open. This makes it easy to build a system based on the 
Condor and easy to upgrade" 

"FIC has always been on the forefront of design and the Condor does not disappoint. Very 
innovative design, plenty of room for hardware components, and good cooling" 
 

 
FIC's new ATi based AE X600XT Video 
card takes graphics to the next level 

The FIC AE600 XT takes graphics to new visual heights and 
fully supports PCI Express™ technology. Armed with the 
ultimate clock speeds the RADEON the AE600 XT gives you 
the ability to send and receive data simultaneously at twice 
the speed of current AGP 8X solutions.  
 

This card is the ideal choice for serious gamers looking for the right balance of value 
and performance. The AE X 600 XT’s brand new graphics memory interface delivers 
incredible frame rates that allow for a highly responsive and smooth game-play 
experience and is fully compatible with Microsoft?DirectX?9.0 to ensure you are ready 
for all the action today and with tomorrow’s titles.  
 
Basic Specifications: 

Graphics Engine: Ati Radeon X600 XT  
Video Memory: 128MB DDR  
Core/Memory Clock: Engine Clock 500MHz / memory Clock 370MHz / 400MHz 
RAMDAC  
Memory Interface: 128-bit DDR Memory Interface  
Maximum 3D Resolution: Max. Resolution 2048x1536  
Bust Type: PCI Express  
Display Support: Supports DVI, VIVO, Video-Out 

 About First International Computer, Inc. 
 
Founded in 1980, First International Computer, Inc (FIC) is a world leader 
specializing in the design and production of motherboards, ATi based graphics 
cards, PC systems, servers and notebooks. As a highly flexible and adaptable 
company, FIC is firmly established in the OEM/ODM markets. A leading supplier 
for many of the industry's leading PC brand names, FIC also offers a 
comprehensive range of products and solutions designed specifically for the 
distribution market.  
 
All the latest information about FIC and its complete line of products can be 
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